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Symbols,
ACRV
ACS
AFE
A&I
A1
ALARA
ALS
ALSPE
am
AR
ARGPER
ARS
art-g
asc
ASE
AU
BIT
BITE
BLAP
BFO
BMR
C
CAB
CAD/CAM
CAP
cd
CELSS
CHC
CG
CL
C_
c/m
CM
c/o
C ofF
conj
COSPAR
CO2
Cryo
C3
C&T
CTV
d
DDT&E
DE
deg
desc
.Abbreviations and Acronyms
Advanced crew recovery vehicle
Attitude control system
Aerobrake Hight Experiment
Attachment and integration
Aluminum
As low as reasonably achievable
Advanced Launch System
Anomalously large solar proton event
Atomic mass (unit)
Area ratio
Argument of perigee
Atmospheric revitalization system
Artificial gravity
Ascent
Advanced space engine
Astronomical Unit (=149.6 million km)
Built-in test
Built-in test equipment
Boundary Layer Analysis Program
Blood-forming organs
Body mounted radiator
Degrees Celsius
Cryogenic/aembrake
Compter-aided design/computer-aided manufacnn-ing
Cryogenic all-propulsive
Drag coeffcient
Closed Environmental Life Support System
Crew health
Center of gravity
Lift coefficient
Centimeter= 0.01 meter
Crew modale
Center of mass
Check out
Cost of facilities
Conjunction
Committee on Space Researchof theInternationalCouncilof Scientific
Unions
Carbon dioxide
Cryogenic
Hyperbolic excessvelocitysquared(inkm21s2)
Communications and Telemetry
Cargo TransportVehicle(operatesinEarth orbit)
days
Design, development, testing, and evaluation
Dose equivalent
Degrees
Descent
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DMS
dV
EA
Earr
Ec
ECCV
ECWS
ECLSS
EP
ESA
e.S.O.
ET
ETO
EVA
Fc
FD&D
Few
FEL
Ff
Ffa
Fi
F1
Fn
Fo
FSE
Fs
Fss
Fu
Fv
FY88
g
GCNR
GCR
GEO
GN2
GN&C
GPS
Gy
hab
HID
HEI
HLLV
hrs
Data management system
Velocity change (AV)
Earth arrival
Earth arrival
Modulus of elasticity in compression
Earth crew capua'e vehicle
Element control work station
Environment control and life support system
Electric propulsion
Eta'opean Space Agency
Engine start oppommity
External Tank
Earth-to-orbit
Extra-vehicular activity
Circulation efficiency factor
Fire Detection and Differentiation
Life support weight factor
First element launch
Specific floor count factor
Specific floor area factor
Aembrake integration factor
Specific length factor
Noma.alized spatial unit count factor
Path options factor
Useful perimeter factor
Parts count factor
Proximity convenience factor
Planaspectratiofactor
Section aspect ratio factor
Flight support equipment
Vault factor
Safe-haven split factor
Spatial unit number factor
Volume range factor
Fiscal Year 1988 (=October 1, 1987 to September 30, 1988.
other years)
Acceleration in Earth gravities (--acceleration/9.80665m/s 2)
Gas core nuclear rocket
Galactic cosmic rays
Geosynchronous EarthOrbit
Gaseous nitrogen
Guidance, navigation, and control
Global Positioning System
Gray (SI unit of absorbed radiation energy = 104 erg/gm)
Habitation
High Density
Human Exploration Initiative (obsolete for SEI)
Heavy lift launch vehicle
Hours
Similarly for
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hyg w
HZE
H2
H20
ICRP
IN_EO
in.
inb
IPaI_D
Isp
ISRU
JEM
JSC
k
keV
kg
klb
klbf
kin
KM
KM/Sec
KM/SEC
ksi
LCC
I./13
LD
LDM
LEO
LET
LEV
LEVCM
Level 11
I./4.2
LiOH
LLO
I.M
IOR
LOX
LS
LTV
LTVCM
1.2
m
[MarsGram
[MARSnq
MASE
MAV
Hygeine water
High atomic number and energy pmxicle
Hydrogen
Water
International Commission on Radiation Protection
Initial mass in low Earth orbit
Inches
Inbound
Implementation Plan and Element Description
Independantresearchand development
Specificimpulse (=thrust/massflow rate)
In-situresourceutilization
Japan Experiment Module (of SSF)
Johnson Space Center
klb
Thousand electron volt
Kilograms
Kilopounds (thousands of pounds. Conversion to SI units--4448 N/ldb)
Kilopound force
Kilometers
Kilometers
Kilometers per second
Kilometers per second
Kilopounds per square inch
Life cycle cost
Lift-to-dragratio
Low density
Long durationmission
Low Earth orbit
Linear energy mmsfer
Lunar excursion vehicle
Lunar excursion vehicle crew module
Space Exploration Initiative project office, Johnson Space Center
Liquid hydrogen
Lithium hydroxide
Low Lunar orbit
Lunar Module
Lunar on'bit rendezvous
Liquid oxygen
Lunar surface
Lunar transfer vehicle
Lunar transfer vehicle crew module
Lagrange point 2. A point behind the Moon as seen from the Earth which
has the same orbital pedod as the moon.
Meters
Western Union interplanetarytelegram]
Martian pornography]
Mission analysisand systems engineering(same asLevel IIq.v.)
Mars ascentvehicle
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M/CDA
MCRV
me
MEOP
IV_V
NIEV
MLI
IVlNIV
MOC
MOI
rood
M&P
NIPS
MR
m/sec
MSFC
Msi
mt
mT
MTBF
MTV
MWe
m 3
N
rga
NASA
NCRP
NEP
NERVA
NTP
NSO
NTR
N204
OSE
OTIS
outb
02
PBR
Pc
PEEK
PEGA
P/L
POTV
pot w
PPU
prop
psi
PV
Ba]liqtic coefficient (mass / drag coefficient times area)
Modified crew recovery vehicle
Mass of electron
Maximum expected operating pressure
Million electron volt
Mars excursion vehicle
Muiti-layer insulation
Millimeter(=0.001meter)
Monomethylhydrazine
Manned Mars vehicle
Mars orbit capture
Mars orbit insertion
Module
Materials and processes
Main propulsionsystem
Mixtureratio
Meters per second
Marshall Space Flight Center
Milh'on pounds per square inch
Metric tons (thousands of kilograms)
Metric tons
Mean time. between failures
Mars transfer vchicie
Megawans electric
Cubic Meters
Newton. Kilogram-meters per second squared
Not applicable
NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
National Council on Radiation Protection
Nuclear-electricpmpuision
Nuclear engine for rocket vehicle application
Nuclear thermal propulsion ( same as NTR)
Nuclear safe orbit
Nuclear thermal rocket
Nitrogen tetroxide
Orbital support equipment
Optimal Trajectories by Implicit Simularlon program
Outbound
Oxygen
Particle bed react_
Chamber pressure
Polyether-ether ketone
Powered Earth gravity assist
Payload
Personnel orbital transfer vehicle
Potable water
Power processing unit
Propellant
Pounds per square inch
Photovoltaic
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Q
Q
RAA
RCS
Re
RF
RML.EO
ROI
RPM
RWA
R&D
Heat flux(Joulesper squarecentimemr)
Radiationqualityfactor
Right ascension of ascending node
Reaction control system
Reynolds number
Radio frequency
Resupply mass inlow Earthorbit
Return on invcsumnt
Revolutions per minme
Relative wind angle
Research and Development
Rendezvous and dock
SAA
SAIC
SKI
SEP
SI
SiC
SMA
sol
SPE
SRB
SSF
SSME
STCAEM
stg
surf
Sv
S1
$2
$3
South Atlantic Anomaly
Science Applications International Corporation
Space Exploration Initiative
Solar-electric propulsion
International system of units (metric system)
Silicon carbide
Semimajor axis
Solar clay (24.6 hours for Mars)
Soalr proton events
SolidRocket Boostm"
Space Station Fn_extom
Space Shuttle Main Engine
Space Transfer Concepts and Analysis for Exploration Missions
Stage
Surface
Sieviert (SI unit of dose equivalent = Gy x Q)
Distance along acrobrak_ surface forward of the stagnation point
Distance along am'obrake surface aft of the stagnation point
Distance along acrobralm surfa_ starboard of the stagnation point
t*
TBD
Tc
TCS
TEI
TEIS
t.f.
THC
TMI
TMIS
TPS
Tr&c
TAV
Metric tons(1000kg)
To be det_rminexl
Chamber
Thermal controlsysmm
Trans-Earthinjection
Trans-Earth injection stage
Tank weight fact_
Temperatu_ and humich'tycontrol
Trans-Mars injection
Trans-Mars injectionstage
Thermal protection system
Tracking, telemetry, and control
Thrust to weight ratio
UN-W/'25Re Uranium nitride - Tungsten/25% Rhenium reactor fuel
VAB
VCS
Vinf
VehicleAssembly Building
Vapor coollcdshield
Velocityatinfinity
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WBe2C/B4C
WMS
W/O
WP-01
w/sq cm
Tungsten beryllium cabide/Boron cabide composite
Waste management system
Without
Work package 1 (of SSF)
Watts per square centimeter (should be Wcm -2)
Z
zero g
Atomic number
An unaccelerated frame of reference, free-fall
[order:. numbers followed by greekletters]
100K
7n7
_k
+e
-c
AV
S
_tg
<100,000 particles per cubic meter larger than 0.5 micron in diameter
Where n--(0,2-6): Boeing Company jet transport model numbers
Kelvin (K)
Positive charge equal to charge on electron
Charge on electron
Change in velocity
Standarddeviation
Microgravity ( also called zero-gravity)
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EVOLUTION OF THE NUCLEAR THERMAL ROCKET (NTR) VEHICLE
TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE PRESUMED LEVEL I REQUIREMENTS-
During the course of the STCAEM study, and particularly dmSng the 90 Day Study, many SEI
(then HEr) transportation requ/remcnts were generated by Office of Exploration Level/7. These
are reported as appropriate and necessary in various sections of this report, as well as in the
STCAEM Implemer_arion Plan & Element Description Document technical volumes. Here, space
only permits a summary discussion of the Level I requirements adopted by STCAEM as they
evolved during the course of the study. The concepts developed and analyzed ultimately were to
accommodate thein-spacetransportationfunctionsrequiredto supportthebuildupof a permanent
presence on theMoon and initialhuman explorationofMars. Thus, our Level I requirementwas
simply to deliver cargo reliably to the surfaces of the Moon and Mars, and to get
people to those places and back safely. Vehicles in support of missions to other
destinationsaxe not partof SEI per se, and were not addressed by STCAEM. Planet surface
system characteristicsand Earth-to-orbit(ETO) launch vehiclecharacteristicswere adopted as
needed for manifesting purposes, largelyintactfrom other sources. No design work was
performed for thesetwo categories.In addition,the missionplanning horizonwas limitedtothe
year 2025, about 35 yearsfrom now.
The chief Level lI rexluirementgoverning the dimensions of the vehicleconcepts we
developed came to us during the 90 Day Study,and was a crew sizeof 4 for Mars missions.
Subsequently,STCAEM performed a simple skillmix analysisor theselong-durationmissions.
Our resultwas thatdoubling up on criticalskills(forredundancy),given reasonableexpectations
of how many skillseach crew member could become expertin,requiresinfacta minimum of 6 -
7 crew members for Mars missions. For the sake of consistency,our vehicle concepts arc
shown comparable to the 90 Day Study results, sized for four crew. Impacts accruing from
larger crew sizes are discussed in Section x.3.
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY - A vehicleconcept emerges gradually
through the iterativecombination of requirementsanalysis,subsystems analysis,mass synthesis,
performance analysisand configurationdesign. Because of thecascading,cause-and-effectnature
of specifictechnicaldecisionsin thiscyclicprocess,the abilityfora particularconceptto remain
fullyparamctric isincrementallylost,sacrificedfor depth of detailing.The need to pcnctrate
D615-10026-3 15
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deeply even at the conceptual stage is twofold: (I) to uncover subtle integration interactions
whose ramifications fundamentally revise the concept as they reflect back up the information
hierarchy; and (2) to enable the production of graphical images of the concepts capable of being
communicated widely but grounded firmly in engineering detail. If circumstances allow the
concept development process to engage many cycles of reflexive adjustment, from requirements all
the way down through subsystem detailing, the design osciUations subside eventually and the
product that emerges is a robust and defensible concept. Basic differences in problems posed and
solutions engineered lead concept developments in different directions. 'q.ike" problems and
solutions gravitate together;, their recombination and resolution results in distinct, identifiable
vehicle concepts which constitute vehicle archetypes. A concept is archetypal if it spawns concept
progeny whose ancestry is clear, and if in so doing its salient features recognizably survive
subsequent refinement, development and scaling. The ultimate purpose of the STCAEM Concepts
and Evolution tasks was to generate, analyze, evaluate and describe such vehicle archetypes, and
the role they could play in human space exploration missions.
The STCAEM architecture analysis identified seven major classes of transportation
architecture for SEI lunar and Mars missions. Some are derived from different propulsion
technology candidates; some are derived from distinct mission philosophies independent of
propulsion method; most have many sub-options. Vehicle archetypes are keyed more closely to
propulsion method than to mission mode, however, so we found that all seven SEI transportation
architectures can be accomplished by derivative combinations of just five archetypal Mars transfer
vehicle (MTV) concepts, two archetypal Mars excursion vehicle (MEV) concepts, and one
archetypal lunar transportation family (LTF) concept. The concept evolution of these archetypes is
outlined in the Major Trades IP&ED book.
DESIGN AND NECKDOWN CRITERIA - STCAEM concept development was punctuated
by four "neckdowns", which winnowed down the option candidates generated at each successive
level of detail throughout the study. The four neckdowns were intended to result in: (1) feasible
options, based on promising propulsion technologies capable of performing SEI-class missions;
(2) preferred options, representing the handful of candidates whose performance and
technological readiness were judged to warrant detailed study; (3) integrated concepts, vehicle
archetypes developed sufficiently to uncover their major integration concerns and architectural
context ; and (4) detailed concepts, based on the reconciled integration of traded subsystems.
The 90 Day Study occurred such that the first two neckdowns were effectively reversed;
cryogenically propelled, aerobraking technology was necessarily preferred at that time, due to
D615-10026-3 16
depth of understanding.However, STCAEM laterounded out the pictureby completing allfour
neckdown activities,inan ongoing manner throughoutthe study.
Studying the program architecture implications of various technology options for SEI
missions led to the conclusion that the most generally accessible discriminators, cost and risk, arc
driven by more subtle technical discriminators than, for instance, initial mass in low Earth orbit
(IMLEO). These can be grouped into three broad categories:feasibility, flexibility, and mu#i-use
design. As indicated above, feasibility was the first filter for all concepts considered by STCAEM.
Flexibility has three components: (1) robustness, which is the ability to perform nominally
despite variable or unanticipated conditions; (2) resiliency, which is the ability to recover from
accidental delays or mishaps; and (3) evolution, which is an adaptation over time to changing
requirements. Flexibility is thus a measure of a program's technical strength and safety in the face
of variable extrinsic factors. Multi-use design has two components: (1) re-usability, which
means using the same hardware item more than once; and (2) commonality, which means using
the same hardwar, design in more than one setting. Multi-use design is thus a measure of a
program's cost-effectiveness and intrinsic longevity. These two key archimcture drivers were
paramount in interpreting the results of STCAEM's technical trade studies, and figured
prominentlyinthedevelopment ofelementconcepts.
MARS TRANSPORTATION - Four Mars transferpropulsion candidates survived all
STCAEM ncckdowns: cryogenicchemical,nuclearthermal,nuclearelectric,and solarelectric.
Analysisof acrobrakingresultedintwo performance rangesofinterestforMars entry(hypersonic
L/D = 0.5,and L/D = 1.0),as well as the use of high-energyacrobraking(HEAB) forcaptureat
Mars. Conscquentiy, the five archetypal MTV concepts are based respectively on:
cryogenic/acrobraking(CAB), cryogenic all-propulsive(CAP), nuclearthermal rocket(NTR),
nuclearelectric(NEP), and solarelectric(SEP) propulsiontechnologies.The two archetypalMEV
conceptsam based on the"low" and "high" L/D performance rangesanalyzed.
NTR -Nuclear thermalpropulsionhad a long,successfuldevelopment historyinsupportofpost-
Apollo human space exploration,and stilloccupiesa uniquelyvalidatedpositionasa candidat_for
advanced propulsionfor SEI Mars missions. Consequently itwas thc firstadvanced propulsion
optioninvestigatedindepth as a consequence of the 90 Day Study. Much of the_ t_chnology
discussioncenterson sophistication,ranging from resurrectionsof the originalNERVA design,
through upgrading thatwith mcxicm materials,through new particle-bedesignswith enhanced
Isp,toliquid-coreand gas-corerockets.However, thiswide range of alternativesissatisfiedby
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one NTR archetype;tofirstorder,only the amount of liquidhydrogen propellantvariesamong
them. The overallvehicleconfiguration,requirementfor shadow shieldingof the payload from
neutron scattering,long-term storageof LH2, and solutionsforproviding artificialgravity,all
remain constant.The NTR archetypehas existedsincetheNERVA days;our work has validatedit
and provided analysisof fourparticularenhancements: (1)the use of a _'ussspineinsteadof a
large,structural,axialtank toreduce inertmass; (2)the configurationdetailingassociaz_iwith
providingdualenginesforengine-outreliability;(3)usinga singleNTR vehicletodelivermultiple
landersto Mars; and (4)truss-spinelongationand carefulpositioningof largedrol>-mnksaround
the mass center to accommodate artificialgravityduring allcoast phases via end-over-end
spinning.
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY (NTR) - The need for artificialgravity on long-duration
interplanetarytransfershas notbeen established.Neitherhas thelackof such a need,however, so
STCAEM was obligatedtoexamine thepenaltiesincurredby requiringcontinuousartificialgravity
en route between Earth and Mars. Various approaches torotatingartificialgravityhave been
proposed; STCAEM assessedallof them, and inventedsome new ones. The fundamental design
problems associatedwith artificialgravityderivefrom: (I)theneed fora countennassforrotation;
and (2) thehigh mass costof precessingthe angularmomentum vectorof a system having large
rotationalenergy. Elegant solutionsto both areelusive,and vary widely withpropulsionoption.
Secondary complicationsare communications and navigationpoinRng, flightstructuresizedto
hang heavy vehicles,and possibly material fatigue. The fundamental operations problems
associatedwith artificialgravityinvolvecrew EVAs duringrotation,roboticmaintenance inthe
vehicle'sgravityfield,crew physiologicaland psychologicalresponsestoa rotatingenvironment,
performing minor course-correctionpropulsive maneuvers and testingthe capabilitypriorto
departure.Our work has verifiedthatartificialgravityappearsfeasibleforMars-classmissions,
forallpropulsionoptions,atfairlymodest mass penalties.
The CAP and NTR archetypesaccommodate artificialgravityeasily.Both arehigh-thrust
systems, so theirburn times are exuemely short(minutesto hours)compared tocoastingtransfer
time (months). Criticalpropulsion maneuvers can occur during nonrotating periods of
microgravity,atthe costonly of spinup/spindown propellant.In general,thepropulsionsystem
remaining through theend of the missioncan serveas countermass tothecontiguouslyconnected
habitationsystems. When separatedby a lightweighttruss,theycan justspinend-over-endduring
coast phases to provide sufficientgravityat a comfortable spin ratewith acceptablevestibular
disturbance(we baselined 1 g toinsurefullconditioningforsurfaceactivityupon arrivalatMars,
and 4 rpm maximum spinrate,which togetherleadto a 56 m separationbetween the habitat
D615-I0026-3 18
and the center of mass). The additional mass of the truss and propellant for a few budgeted
spinup/spindown cycles is of order I0 % of IMLEO.
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Low-L/D Mars Exctn'_i0n Vehicle (MEV) - The MEV archetype development began during, and
was resolved just following, the NASA 90 Day Study. It was originally conceived as a means of
delivering 25 t of undefined payload to the surface of Mars. However, the specification of crew
cab provisions, the analysis of vehicle mass balance, and consequently the configuration design of
the vehicle all depend on specifics of the payload manifest. We assumed a 20 t reference surface
module as an integral part of the MEV. This led to a "Mars campsite" design intended to support a
crew of four for 30 - 60 d and became or standard lander design. Chief depamares from the
lunar campsite mode of operation were:
1) The MEV arrives with the crew already onboard, and so is capable of a really self-
contained mission.
2) The MEV alsobringswith itan ascentvehicle(MAV) with a separatepropulsionsystem,
configuredoptimallyfortheascentphase (orascentafterbreakaway from thedescentstageduring
a descent abort).The crew cab forthe MAV istheoperationsbridgeforthe MEV during allits
mission phases.
3) The MEV is configured for packaging within an l.dD= 0.5 aerobrake. For CAB
missions,thisbrake capturesthe as-yetunmanned MEV intoMars orbitautonomously, before
rendezvous with the MTV, and is used again for the descent. For CAP and other types of
missions with propulsiveMars orbitcapture,thisbrake isused only fordescent. In alldesign
cases,terminaldescentenginesareextended throughportsin thewindward surfaceof thebrake at
low Mach number, and thebrake isjettisonedsubsequently,priortotouchdown.
The MEV configurationwas developedtopermitlamrrtmovai and relocationofthesurface
habitatmodule, with the aid of surfaceconstructionequipment. A variantof theMEV, without
eithersurfacemodule or MAV, was analyzed fordeliveryof heavy cargo on unmanned missions.
A quick assessmentwas made of thefeasibilityofre-usingan MEV, presuming insireproduction
of oxygen and retentionof the acrobrakcuntiltouchdown. The outcome was positive,although:
(1) additionalbrake hatches appeared nccessaryfor landing gear deployment, crew cgrcss,and
cargo offloadingand (2)a lightweighttop-shroudappeared advisableduc toaerodynamic drag on
ascent,and to permit thecrew bridgetoprotrudebeyond thepresumed wake-protectionlimitfor
directsurfaceviewing duringtcrrninalapproach. Configurationoptionsfora "split-stage"MEV,
D615-10026-3
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in which the same, or a portion of the same, propulsion system is used for ascent as for terminal
descent, were also investigated, and shown to be simple variations of the archetype.
Our baseline ae.robrake assembly concept presumed robotic-mediated final assembly of pre-
finished, rigid aerobrake segments at Freedom. Packaging such segments efficiently by nesting
them in an ETO launch shroud is made challenging because of: (1) the acrobrake's asymmetrical,
deep-bowl shape, in which the maximum depth of a typical "slice" is comparable to reasonable
shroud diameters; and (2) the aerobrake's lip, required for both aerodynamic performance and
structural stiffening around the free brake edge. Subsequent manifesting analysis, in which
segments were configungt according to an initial rib-and-spar structure concept, indicated that two
ETO flights would b¢ requLred to launch a single am-obrake in several pieces. Such extremely
volume-limited and volume-inefficient manifesting is an unacceptably poor use of the expensively
developed capability that a heavy-lift ETO system represents.
In response to this manifesting problem, STCAEM proposed the "integral launch" concept,
in which a fully assembled, integramd am_brake is launched externally, mounted on the side of the
launch vehicle exactly analogous to current STS operations. The low-L/D brake is comparable to
the STS orbiter in linear dinacnsions, and is light enough to launch two at once, with capacity to
spare for other, shrouded payload as well. Ascent performance of such a flight configuration
re.quires study; the critical question is whether ascent loads would size the acrobrake su'ucunc out
of the competitive mass range for the mission itself.
Our su'uctural analysis in/-licates that since the deep bowl-shaped aerobrake loads like a
doubly-curved shcU, it may be possible m construct an actual "acrosh¢l]" withom resorting m ribs
and spars or some other articulazed skeletal su'ucture system. The shell would be made of a
relatively thin honeycomb-type material system with integral TPS. However, lip buckling would
still require a stiff rim, probably facilitated by a closed-robe-section su'ucun=. Such a brake may be
lighter, and certainly simpler, but the thickened rim would sull cause packaging problems due to
nesting interference.
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Hi_h-L{D Ret_sable Mar_ Excursion Vehicle
occurred in response to three drivers:
(RME. V) - The RMEV archetype development
(1) Analysis so far indicates that L/D = 0.5 is sufficient at Mars for controlling an aero-
vehicle at Mars. However, the existence of some mission design studies in the literature which
advocate L/D > 1.5 for Mars, combined with our preliminary understanding of controllability
under Mars conditions, make it important to know in detail how different the configuration
constraints imposed by higher L/D would be from those imposed by the lower L/D (which by
1989 had come to be regarded generally as appropriate).
2) As the 90 Day Study stimulated thinking about what the purpose of SEI Mars surface
missions should be, concern developed that global, or at least wide, access to the surface of Mars
was potentially important. High-thrust Mars transfer propulsion systems (chemical or NTR) tend
to be mass-constrained by arrival and departure vector geometry to certain parking orbit conditions.
Although there is no lack of interesting (scientifically important) landing sites accessible from the
periapsis of any orbit at Mars, the fact that performance-optimized parking orbits are unique for
each high-thrust opportunity causes a site-access problem ff returning to the same surface site is
required (for base buildup). Thus for high-thrust transfer propulsion options particularly, an
ability to achieve cross-range on lander entry may be important. High L/D enables greater cross-
range capability.
3) Certain Mars lander issues not imposed as requirements during the 90 Day Study required
analysis and design validation. Developing a new MEV concept, substantially different from the
baseline MEV, allowed us to investigate those issues simultaneously and thoroughly. Specifically,
we addressed: (1) a deep aerobrake structure concept, of interest for maximum structural
efficiency and therefore reduced brake mass; (2) the ability to deliver large-envelope cargo
manifests, represented in our design by a long-duration surface habitat module sized for 10 crew;
and (3) re-usability of the MEV, based on in situ production of cryogenic propellant.
The vehicle shape represented by the RMEV has applications for other interesting mission
modes, concepts for which have yet to be investigated in detail. Three examples are: (1) a smaller
RMEV, sized commensurately with the MEV to be a modest cargo-delivery vehicle; (2) a direct-
landing MTV, whose return propellant would be manufactured in situ on Mars; and (3) re-usable
aerobraked "taxi" vehicles capable of performing the Earth-Mars cycler embark/debark function.
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Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR)
Introduction
The reference Mars mission trajectory has a AV requirement of 14.6km/s. With chemical
propulsion having a Specific Impulse of 475 seconds, the ideal mass ratio for the mission
is given by therocket equation:
m(i)/m(f) = e(AV/gl(sp)), in this case e (14600/9.8x475) = 23 therefore:
m(i)/m(f) = 23.'1
The start mass, and hence launch cost, savings from reducing the mass ratio can be very
large. This is the motivation for considering 'Advanced Propulsion', i.e. propulsion with a
higherSpecificImpulse thanchemicalpropulsion.Nuclearthcrmal_nuclearelectric,and
solarelectricareconsidm'edinthisstudy,withnuclearthermalconsideredspecificallyin
thisvolume.
Nuclear thermal propulsion heats a propellant (usually hydrogen) in thermal contact with
the hot core of a reactor. The propellant is heated to about the same temperature as the gas
in a chemical rocket (2500-3(XX)K). The much lower molecular weight of hydrogen (2) in a
nuclear rocket as compared to water (18) in a chemical rocket leads to a higher exhaust gas
velocity, and thus a higher specific impulse (800-1200s vs 450-500s).
Against the much higher propulsion efficiency of nuclear thermal as compared to chemical
propulsion, several drawbacks must be considered. Nuclear reactors generate radiation
which must be shielded against, especially if it is a manned mission. The engines generally
have a lower thrust per unit engine mass. Hydrogen is both extremely cold in liquid form
and has a very low density. These require relatively heavy tanks to store it and it is subject
to boiloff.
This volume documents analysis and synthesis data developed with respect to nuclear
thermal propulsion for a Mars mission. It will be using the same "high-thrust" mission
trajectories as the Cryo/Aerobrake vehicle with additional 'fast- trip' trajectories that are
now being worked.
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Nuclear Thermal Rocket Vehicle
Reference Configuration
Introduction
The nuclear thermal rocket (NTR) concept offers advantages of higher Isp than
cryogenic concepts, fully propulsive capture at Mars and Earth to avoid high energy
aerobraking, and the potenual for recovery and re-use of the expensive transfer habitation
system. NTR reFresents a proven technology; early versions were extensively tested in the
1960s and early 1970s.
Nominal Mission Outline
• The vehicle is assembled, checked out., and boarded in LEO
• The TMI burn occurs, and two empty LH2 tanks are jettisoned (opposiuon case)
• The MTV coasts to Mars
• MOI bums capture the MTV into Mars orbit
• Two I2"I2 tanks are jettisoned
• The MEV is checked out, separates from the MTV and descends
• The MEV aerobrakeisjettisonedpriorto final approach
• The MEV touchesdown, and surfaceoperationsensue
• The MAV ascendsforrendezvous withtheMTV, leavingthedescentstage,surface
habitatand scienceequipment
• The MAV isjettisonedinMars orbitaftercrew transfer
• The TEl burn occurs,and theMTV coastsback toEarth
• In expendable scenario, crew return is accomplished with modified ACRV (MCRV),
MTV is jettisonedat Earth
• Inre-usablescenario,MTV capturespropulsivelyintohigh parkingorbit (500km by
24 hr)for 30 d cool-down period
• Crew returns to SSF using LEV-dass taxi
• Post-cooldown, MTV is refurbished in SSF orbit
Vehicle Systems
_'ew Systems
The crew portionof the vehicleconsistsof a transferhabitat(common with other
concepts),deployable PV power plant,and an MEV (common with otherconcepts).All
habitablevolumes arc contiguously connected, and located at the oppositeend of the
vehiclefrom the reactors.The ends of the vehiclearc separatedby a lightweighttruss
spine.
PropulsionSystem
The mactorlengineisa technology-upgradefrom the NERVA reactorof the 1970s.
A composite shadow shieldlimitsbothdirectand secondary-particle-scatmreddosage tothe
crew and sensitivelectronics.LH2 propellantisused. Four cryogenicstoraged_.p-tanks
arelocatedon thetruss.Another,in-linepropellantankisforTEl and EOI; remainingfull
formost of themissionenablesittoprovideextraradiationprotectiontothecrew systems.
All propellantfrom the drop-tanksisflowed through the in-linetank,so thatitssupply
remainsrelativelyun-irrac_; !throughoutthemission.
PR E_E.D; i'_.3 PAG_ _,!..Ar,,;K NOT FILMED
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Options/Alternatives
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NTR Alternate Vehicle Configurations
The Nuclear Thermal Rocket is not a new idea, as it stated elsewhere in this text it has a
history of hardware and ground tests. Although a flight ready vehicle was never produced,
it was designed, giving us a starting point for our evaluations. In modernizing the designs
the stria:ram of the vehicle, particularly the truss, and tank systems were adapted to the
.available or proposed ETO vehicle shroud size and throw-weight. In addition the
alternative of incorporating the tanks as part of the structure of the vehicle was traded. In
this version of the vehicle the tanks were not expendable (no lightening of load for burn
maneuvers subsequent to TMI) and the mass penalty incurred in strengthening the tanks to
take the load did not seem to make this an attractive option. One other factor was
incorporated in the design consideration at this point. That was the results of the SAIC
radiation studies evaluating the shield size needed and the view factor of the reactor. This
resulted in reshaping the reactor side portion of the fuel tanks.
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Reference Matrix to Alternative Architectures
In considering a complex task, it is useful to organize it h_to a heirarchy of levels. The
higher levels are more important or more encompassings, while the lower levels include
more detail or are more specific. Constraints (e.g., requirements and schedules) flow
down from the higher levels and solutions or implementations build up from the lower
levels. The first figure shows a heirarchy of six levels from national goals to performin_
subsystems. The following section discusses the fourth level, exploration architectures."in
terms of the lower levels: element concepts and performing subsvstems. Selection of
preferred architectm_s will require the Government (the National Space Council, the
President, and the Congress) to fast define the top three levels.
Implementation Architectures
Seven architectures have been selected for examination: four different propulsion types
(Cryogenic/Aerobrake, NEP, SEP, and NTR); two variations of In-Situ Resource
Utilization (ISRU) for propellants with Cryogenic/Aerobrake propulsion (Lagrange point 2
refueling and Mars surface refueling); and a cycling spacecraft concept. Three basic levels
of program scope are identified: small, moderate, and ambitious.
Multiple options can be generated within the basic architectures, varying launch vehicle
capacity, orbital node type, and mission profile and propulsion type for the various Lunar
and Mars vehicles.
Aerobraking is found to be applicable to all seven architecnm:s, placing it as a 'critical'
technology. Electric propulsion leads to the lowest reference vehicle mass, and also almost
the lowest resupply mass. ISRU/Cryo leads to the lowest estimated resupply mass since
most of the propellant is derived locally rather than coming from Earth.
Cost Models
Cost estimation is being performed using "parametric" methods. This technique uses a
parameter, usually weight, as an input to empirically derived equations that relate the
parameter to cost. It should be recognized that the source data for the cost models is past
program experience, while the hardware being estimated will be built one or two decades
from now. Therefore these cost estimates should be assumed to have a standard deviation
on the order of +-100%. Hardware at technology readiness level 5 may be assumed to
have a standard deviation in cost estimate of +-30%. No revenues from sale of products,
services, or rights (i.e. patent rights, data rights), or commercial investment, are assumed
in the cost estimates. These might appear in a scenario such as the Energy Enterprise.
Aa an example, the cost estimate for a NEP architecture shows an average annual funding
level of $8 billion per year after initial ramp-up.
The principal cost drivers identified include number of development projects, reuseabihty,
mass in Earth orbit, and mission/operational flexibility.
Analysis Methods
Individual trade studies are performed within each architecture to optimize it against
evaluation criteria. The principal evaluation criteria to date has been initial mass in low
Earth orbit, as a proxy for cost. The results of this optimization will then be compared to
each other in groups. The early Mars group will compare all-propulsive, aerobraking,
D615-10026-3
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direct travel, and nuclear thermal among themselves. The electric propulsion m-oup will
compare SEP and NEP. The innovative group will compare Lunar oxygen to cycler orbits.
These concepts may both be retained if it is advantageous to do so. Finally, the choice
between early Mars and Late/Evolving Mars will need to be made on the basis of cost, risk,
and performance, while combining the best features from each group.
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Reference and Alternate Missions
Note: Contains material formerly in Mission Analysis
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NTR- Mission Analysis
The trajectories used in the NTR mission profiles are the same ones as used by the Cryo/
Aerobrake vehicle, with the exception of additional"fast- rap" time conjunction mission
profiles which would require the Cryo/Aerobrake IMLEO to an unreasonable level
(> 900 t) These "fast- trips" are in process of being generated and examined. These results
will be given in the final version of this document.
The first chart and its accompanying text show an early version of the mission profile for a
2016 mission to Mars, which was the NASA derived baseline mission. The next two
charts and text show the current mission profile, wl'dch is the Boeing generated prof'fle in
the same time flame as the NASA (Level II reference) profile. The changes between the
two were addition of a third departure bum from Earth orbit to lower gravity losses, and a
lower plane change delta V requirement with a slight change of departure and arrival dates
at Earth and Mars. In addition trajectories for both conjunction and opposition missions in
dates ranging from 2010 to 2025 were found and analyzed. They and their consequences,
in terms of launch criteria from Earth, and arrival and orbit conditions at Mars, are given in
the next thee charts.
The next set of charts considers the trajectory effects of a low-pressm'= NTR, which has
been considered in some of the architectures as a possible advanced vehicle. It has been
hypothesized that at low pressures, hydrogen recombination from monatomic to diatomic
will release energy in the nozzle and boost specific impulse significantly. The low
operating pressure, however, forces low thrust, which in turn increases finite-bum gravity
losses. The gravity loss for a three-burn departure at 1250s Isp is calculated at 311 m/s.
Another chart shows the altitude vs _ relationship for the three bum departure, with the
radiation belts indicated to show the duration the vehicle stays in the various radiation
concen_ations of the belts during the Earth escape maneuver.
The mission velocity required varies significantly with the mission start year (reference the
previous trajectory information), since Mars has an orbit with high eccentricity compared to
other planets. The propellant required varies in the NTR case over about a factor of two, as
shown on the next chart in this section. The f'mal series of charts gives parametric start
mass curves as a function of the delta V's of the various propulsive bums.
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Performance Parametrics
Note: Contains material formerly in Mission Analysis
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Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR) - System Requirements
During the coarse of the Space Transfer Concepts and Analysis for Exploration Missions
contract (STCAEM), Boeing's Advanced Civil Space Systems group (ACSS) has
conducted regular review meetings in order to define and derive requirements, conditions
and assumptions for systems currently being developed.
As system definition and development progresses, technical experts provide documentation
and rationale for requirements that have been derived. This real-time capturing prevents
requirements and their associated rationale from slipping through the cracks. For example,
a vehicle configttrator may see the need for providing a minimum passage dimension for
vehicle egress or ingress. This requirement would then be captured at an early
development stage and would provide a history for the decision. This seemingly simple
requirement may have large impacts on the design down the road and its traceability is
important.
Derived requirements and rationale are later transfered to the Madison Research
Corporation (MRC) where they are then entered into the system data base which has been
developed for ACSS using ACIUS's 4th Dimension@ software. The data base a/lows for
easy access and traceability of requirements.
The charts that are contained within this document represent two collated copies of principal
requirements and assumptions for February 2, and May 30, 1990. The systems def'med
include: (1) the Mars Transfer Vehicle (MTV), (2) Mars Excursion Vehicle (MEV), (3)
Trans-Mars Injection Stage (TM/S), and the Earth Crew Capture Vehicle (ECCV). Each
system is then broken down into subsystem headings of: (1) design integration, (2)
guidance, navigation and control (GN&C), (3) electrical power, (4) man systems, (5)
structure and mechanisms, (6) propulsion, (7) ECLSS, (8) and command and data
handling (C&DH). The initials of each of the technical experts responsible for developing
the supporting rationale for each of the requirements is indicated parenthetically next to each
en,,z'y.
Although the majority of the derived requirements listed are directly applicable to all
vehicles such as those powered by Nuclear Electric propulsion (NEP), Nuclear Thermal
Rockets (NTR), Solar Electric propulsion (SEP) and reference Cryo, there are some that
arc not. Those requirements that arc only directly applicable to a specific vehicle type are
indicated within the entry. The italicized entries indicate a modification to an original
requirement prior to the second revision of May 30, 1990.
Defining and re-examination of derived requirements will continue through the current
contract
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NTR Operating Modes and Options
The following charts show the top-level operational sequence of events for the complete
NTR mission profile. Options occur at the point of assembly (on or off Space Station for
initial buildup, assembly and checkout operation from a Nuclear Safe Orbit (NSO)),
outbound and inbound Venus swingbys, coast corrections and reconfiguring, and
capturing the entire MTV on Earth return or an ECCV recovery only.
The NTR, in the baseline, will operate out of the LEO node co-orbiting with Space Station.
It will not, generally, be necessary to operate from a NSO, as the NTR, even after the
entire Mars flight ,will build up only about 250 grams of fission products. This will allow
it to operate within 20 km of the Space Station from a radiological point of view. We are
estimating the collision avoidance distance imposed by the structures to be 150 kin, well
beyond the NTR's radiation concerns. Having the NTR operate from the NSO will permit
access to it from the Space Station at the rate of once a year when the orbits align. This will
unduly restrict operations for no appreciable benefit.
The NTR will leave from orbit by doing one to three TMI burns to escape, whatever is
dictated by the need to attain the Declination Launch Asymptote (DLA) reqtdred for Mars
Transfer. The expendable drop tanks will be jettisoned as they become empty to reduce the
mass, and therefore the inertia that must be changed with succeeding delta Vs that must be
performed.
The on-line self-check capability of the systems and subsystems will be used throughout
the mission to monitor the vehicle health and indicate preventative maintenance. Due to the
length of the mission (1-3 years) the vehicle must be self sufficient and capable of
maintenance and repair with a limited crew (4-7 people). The length of mission time and the
distance will impose limits on the communications and control of the vehicle that can be
done by ground operations; the crew are on their own resources.
The NTR is an all propulsive vehicle and requires no aerobraking to slow it for Mars Orbit
Capture (MOC). It will use the Mars Excursion Vehicle (MEV) for aeroentry to the surface
once the MTV has been parked in orbit. The lander will operate like the lander for the
Cryo/Aerobrake mission; that is, after final site selection, it will aerobrake into the
atmosphere until the brake is no longer useful, jettison the brake and land on the descent
thrusters like Apollo. The MEV will have descent abort capability with the ascent section in
the event of an emergency to obtain orbit and be picked up by the MTV. of the lander
Once on the surface, the MEV establishes contact with both the automated MTV and Earth.,
then proceeds to carry out the surface mission. When the surface mission is complete, the
ascent section lfftoff leaving the descent section of the lander and surface habitat behind.
The ascent section attains orbit and docks with the MTV, the crew transfers with the return
samples and all extraneous mass is jettisoned prior to the Trans-Earth -Injection Burn.
The inbound rettwn transit proceeds like the outbound leg, with options in Venus swingby,
coast maneuvers and transit flight configuration. On Earth return, the baseline option is to
have the NTR capture into a 500 km by 20 kin, 28.5 "elliptical orbit. From there the crew
and samples will be transfered to the Space Station by an LTV (Lunar Transfer Vehicle ).
After 30 to 60 days the NTR will return to a Space Station co-orbit for refurbishment.
As an option the crew and samples may return by an ECCV direct to Earth with the MTV
continuing on to a heliocentric orbit from which it is not recovered.
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System Description
Part Descriptions
Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR) Evolution. The nuclear thermal rocket underwent
considerable development and testing from 1955 to 1973. The Nuclear Engine for Rocket
Vehicle Applications (NERVA) was developed to the point of detail drawings, which can
serve as a starting point for a new NTR program. The alternatives include building the
NERVA as designed, incorporating new materials into the design to operate at higher
temperatures, or designing a new NTR engine. The additional cost of the latter choices
must be compared to the cost savings from increased performance.
In addition to raising temperature, lowering engine operating pressure is expected to raise
specific impulse, although the degree of improvement is in question. The improvement
comes in two ways: using higher expansion ratios for the nozzle, and recombination of
dissociated hydrogen. The particle bed engine concept uses small encapsulated fuel
particles in the core. The large surface area of the particles leads to a high heat transfer rate,
and thus to a high thrust-to-weight ratio.
NTR Sensitivities. The NTR sensitivity of Earth departure mass to specific impulse is
in the range of 1.5 to 2.0 to 1. Increasing thrust-to-weight from 5 to 10 yields a 4%
reduction in Earth departure mass, while a further increase from 10 to 40 yields another 3%
reduction in departure mass.
NTR Performance. The next chart shows expected dissociation of hydrogen as a
function of temperature and pressure. Dissociated hydrogen is advantageous m an NTR
for two reasons. First, the average molecular weight of the propellant is lowered from 2
towards 1; and, second, the energy of recombination may help maintain gas temperature in
the nozzle during expansion. Both factors contribute to higher gas velocity, and thus
higher specific impulse. The following chart shows specific impulse as a function of
chamber temperature and chamber pressure from two references. This dissociated may
occur in the low pressure NTR, how much is to be determined
The following chart provides data on fuel temperature limits for different fuel compositions
and endurance as a function of temperature for different types of fuel.
NTR Shielding. Shielding must be provided not only from direct radiation and particle
emission from the reactor core, but also from secondary radiation. Secondary radiation is
caused by the reactor bombarding parts of the NTR engine, such as the nozzle, which in
turn become neutron activated or cascade generate additional particles. Thus the shield
must be sized to cover all engine components on the reactor side from viewing by any of
the spacecraft parts on the shielded side. Two charts show the configuration implications
of this requirement.
Structural Trade. Consideration was given to combining the use of the propellant tanks
as structural elements. It turns out that the tanks, if designed for one atmosphere internal
pressure, are designed for a tensile load of 2 million pounds. This is far in excess of the
NTR engine thrust, so keeping the tanks as structure maposes a mass penalty. The
preferred alternative is to drop tanks and use a truss type structure.
Relative Development Effort Comparison. Estimates of the development effort for
each propulsion element in a total Lunar/Mars program were made for various
combinations of propulsion. The nuclear thermal rocket yielded the lowest effort estimate
D615-10026-3
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on a relative scale. This is only a gross comparison, not considering the differing cost of
propulsion developments.
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Weights Statement
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Weight Statements
Summary and detailed weight estimates are provided for the Nuclear thermal rocket vehicle
for the 2016 opposition mission opportunity. Assumptions made in the weight estimates
include:
• Crew size of 4
• No Earth captm'c crew return vehicle
• Mission duration of 434 days.
• Improved technology (post-1990) for component weights (see technology
section). The reference mass for this mission case is 800 tons in low Earth orbit.
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Nuclear Thermal Rocket Vehicle
Artificial Gravity Configuration
The NTR artificialgravityconfigurationspinsnominally at3.98 rpm outbound (56.5m to
createIg) and 3.83 rpm inbound (61 m to createlg). The u'ussused issimilarto the 0g
configurationbut optimized fora gravityfield,thus inczeasingmass. The spinradiusof
thevehicledoes not change very much because theEarth departureand Mars arrivaltanks
areplacedon thevehicleCM. The vehiclehas nominally 4 spin-up/spin-downcyclesand
used theEarth anivalpropellantand reactorascountermass.
The NTR configurationisprobably the leastaffectedby artificialgravityof any of the
referencevehicles.The main changes tothe vehicleam a longer,heaviertrussm facilitate
gravity,and added RCS and TMIfI_I propellant.Other complicationsof aztificialgravity
arc the spin-up/spin-down cycles and the "despun joints" rcqui_d for power and
communication.
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Options/Alternatives
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Artificial Gravity Options/ Alternatives
An investigation was made of using an artificial gravity NERVA-type NTR vehicle on a
low energy 2025 conjunction mission to carry two and three "mini-landers" ( small
MEV's). These would be used for short duration manned surface missions with some
cargo capability at more than one landing site or as rescue backups for a damaged lander.
They were traded for IMLEO varying crew size with Isp and IMLEO to cargo weight as
well as the level of the gravity conditions in transit. Shown are the configurations and
weight statements developed for the two and three lander artificial gravity vehicles for a
2005 conjunction mission with 0.3 Earth gravity ( Mars gravity level).
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Support Systems for the Mars Nuclear Thermal Rocket Vehicle.
The support systems necessary for the Mars Nuclear Thermal Rocket Vehicle are very
similar in nature to those of the Mars Cryo/Aerobrake Transfer Vehicle. The discussion
provided for the latter vehicle also applies generally for the NTR; however, detailed
analysis for the specific systems needed to support the NTR have not been completed. It
is currently assumed that this study will mainly consist of only deltas from the
Cryo/Aerobrake Vehicle. Some manifesting work has been done for the major components
of the NTR (as given on the following pages) using two different HLLV scenarios (each
assumes the integrated aerobrake "Ninja Turtle" launch concept):
1) 10 meter x 30 meter shroud, 140 metric ton payload capacity
2) Mixed fleet consisting of:
a) 7.6 meter x 30 meter shroud, 120 metric ton payload capacity; and,
b) 10 meter x 30 meter shroud, 84 metric ton payload capacity
The total number of assembly missions for Scenario One is 7, while Scenario Two requires
9 flights. For the mixed fleet option, only the f'wst and possibly last two assembly
missions utilize the 120 mt payload carrier. This is due to NTR launch packages being
limited as much by volume as by mass. Scenario One and Two also differ in that the first
assumed that the MTV habitat should come up early (to assist in man-tended assembly
operations) while the second delayed the MTV habitat until Mission Two (for use in ground
test and verification).
Due to the mass of LH2 propellant required for the NTR trans-Mars injection, these tanks
could only be partially full at ETO launch. The payload mass limitation of the Scenario One
HLLV resulted in 26.6 mt of offloaded propellant which was carried to orbit on Mission
Seven (this assembly flight may use a smaller ETO vehicle depending on tanker design).
The Scenario Two (B) HLLV required a propellant offload of 152.1 rot. This offloaded
propellant was carried up on Missions Eight and Nine and may be accommodated by either
the (A) or (B) HLLV. These manifests assumed an Earth-based cryo tanker for "topping
off" the NTR tanks; however, an on-orbit cryo depot is another option which is currendy
being studied.
The manifests given within have not yet been based on detailed ground processing and on-
orbit assembly analyses. The philosophies and facilities chosen for ground operations (test
and verification plans, payload processing, integrated assembly & checkout facilities, etc.)
and assembly operations (Assembly Node location and capabilities, robotic and man-tended
provisions, etc.) will obviously mature this manifesting.
Both the NTR and the Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) vehicles have the added
constraint of nuclear safe orbit considerations.. The nuclear safe orbit (NSO) has been
customarily set at 800 km for 300 year life. The trade of whether to assemble the NTR at
NSO or to build it at a lower orbit has not been completed; however, access to SSF,
minimal assembly AV requirements, and natural radiation protection afforded by Low Earth
Orbit assembly indicate this to be a favorable choice. For NTR, the amount of fission
products produced even after a full Mars mission is about 250 grams; "cool" enough to do
operations in as little as 20 km from the Space Station. This is closer than the debris
environment constraints of 150 km from the Space Station.
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Technology Issues- NTR
Inn'oduction
Technology issues relating to the NTR vehicle are presented in this section. Some
of the charts are also included in the Cryo, NEP, and SEP IP&ED documents. The focus
of this section will be to bring out those issues important to the NTR from these charts, and
to present a series of technology level requirements necessary for the reference NTR
vehicle.The most important technology development needs for NTR axe in the areas of
nuclear thermal engine development and testing, and low heat leak, minimum mass LH2
tankage.
Technology commonality Issues
The following nine charts lay out the important technology commonality issues
between the major propulsion options as well as across the seven major mission
architectures identified in this study. The NTR vehicle exhibits commonality to the other
vehicles in several important areas, The transfer crew module is substantially the same as
the other options. The MEV is identical across all vehicle options, except for the cryogenic
propellant management and storage system, which must provide storage for the outbound
trip, instead of transferring it from larger tanks prior to landing (at least for 02). The LI-_.
storage and propellant management system design will be similar to that necessary for the
chemical vehicle. The demands placed on the avionics system for the NTR system are
similar to those for any high thrust system. Finally, in-space assembly issues should be
similar for the NTR and cryo/aerobraked vehicle, with the exception of the related nuclear
issues associated with the NTR.
The seven identified Lunar/Mars mission architectures verses the required
component technologies, enabling and enhancing, are shown on the next set of charts and
facing page text. Many of these component technology issues are common across the listed
architectures. These issues are for the entire integrated architectures, and do not necessarily
refer specifically to the NTR vehicle. The areas of multi-MW nuclear thermal energy
production, and high temperature fuel element materials are the primary areas of technology
development concern for the NTR option. Commonality to the initial cryogenic vehicles
could enhance the NTR as a growth option, while the near-term nature of the related
technologies would qualify it as an alternative to a cryogenic/aerobraked mission.
Technology Development Concerns
As noted before, many of the identified critical and high leverage technology
development issues are common across all four major vehicle options. Common critical
technology issues include low-g human factors, autonomous system health monitoring,
long term cryogenic storage and management (H2, and possibly O2 for ECLSS), long
duration ECLSS, radiation shelter material and confi=-naration, and in-space assembly.
Unique NTR technology issues include high temperature fuel element materials, high
power reactor advanced development, and reactor shielding. Enhancing technologies
include cryogenic refrigeration (lander tanks), 02-I-12 RCS, advanced in-space assembly
techniques, and advanced structural materials development.
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NTR VehicleTechnology Requi_ments
Technology performance levelsrequiredfortheNTR referencevehicleareoutlined
inthe next sixcharts.These are not intendedtobc thelevelsneeded fora minimum NTR
vehicle,but serve mainly to document the levelsrequired to accomplish the identified
reference mission profilewith the vehicle model as configured. Changes to these
specificationswould not necessarilyaffectthe feasibilityof a NTR mission, but would
change thereferencevehicleconfiguration.The listalsoincludesoperationalrequirements
which could drivetechnology development or advanced development. An example of this
could be therequiredengine gimble anglewhich would drivereactordesign.
NTR Technology Development Schedule
The final chart in this section is a proposed technology development schedule for
the nuclear electric propulsion option. The schedule shows that, given a FY '91 start, the
SEP vehicle could be ready for a Mars mission in the 2009 timeframe. A full scale decision
point is also highlighted during year 7. This is the point where a commitment should be
made for full scale funding and development of the program.
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Technology Development Concerns and Schedules - Nuclear Thermal
Propulsion (NTP)
Criucal technology development issues relating to the reference NTP vehicle are
presentedinthissection.Where applicable,the same chartsare alsoincludedinthe CAB,
CAP, NEP, and SEP IP&ED documents. The focus of O.issectionwillbe tobringout the
most importantissuesrelatingto thereferenceNTP vehicle,and to presentpreliminary
technologydevelopment schedulesfortheseissues.The issuesarepresentedhem inoutline
form, beginning with the most important, with accompanying schedules wherever
possible.
Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Technology Development
The most important area of technology and advanced development for this vehicle
option is the development of an integrated nuclear thermal propulsion system. A
preliminaryscheduleforthedevelopment ofa NTP system fora Mars vehicleispresented.
The schedulehighlightsboththepoint where a fullscaledevelopment decisioncan be made
(year5),and when thefirstflightarticlewillbe availabletothevehicleprogram (year14).
The largestsingletechnologydevelopment challengefortheprogram willprobably be test
facilitydesignand development.The NERVA program nucleartestswere carriedout ina
testbedfacilityopen tothe atmosphere.Any futuretestfacilitymust be closedinorderto
containthe fissionproductscontainedin theexhaustgasses.A scrubbingsystem must be
includedtoremove thefissionproductsfrom theexhaustgas beforeitcan be releasedinto
the atmosphere.This facilitymay prove to be very costlyto buildand operate.Nuclear
thermal propulsion should offera shorterdevelopment time than the other advanced
propulsionoptions (NEP, SEP), with significantlybetterperformance than the chemical
options.The major reactortechnology issuesare high temperature fuels,efficientfrit
design,fuelburnup, and nuclearsafetyissues.
Cryogenic Fluid Management
The large amounts of Hydrogen required for NTP Mars missions increases the
importance of technologies development relating to cryogenic fluid management and
storage. A preliminary technology schedule is presented for cryogenic fluid system
development for Mars mission applications. The cryogenic fluid systems schedule includes
Earzh-based thermal control and selected component fluid management (tank pressure
control, liquid acquisition device effectiveness, etc.) tests, as well as planned flight
experiments to carry out system and subsystem development (selected components) and
verification/validation tests. Many of the technology issues will be answered during the
technology/advanced development work to be carried out for a Lunar program. The major
technology obstacles to be overcome by an NIP storage system are in the areas of tankage
mass minimization and large scale (relative to Lunar) storage systems development,
integration, and orbital/flight operations (fluid transfer, acquisition, etc.).
Vehicle Avionics and Software
Although the technologyreadinesslevelof vehicleavionicsand softwareisahead
of many of theothertechnologyareasListedinsome respects,the demands on thesystem
in the areas of processing rate,accuracy, autonomous operation,and status/health
monitoring willdrivetechnologyand advanced development in areasnot fullydefinedat
thispoint.Software requirementscannotbe fullydetermineduntilthevehicledesignisata
more finishedstage than the currentlevels.A preliminaryschedule for autonomous
systems development ispresented.The decisionpointsfor fullscaledevelopment The
communications system optionscan be more fullydefinedbeforea finalvehicledesign is
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produced,however. A mchnology development schedule for advanced communications is
presented.
Life Support
A reliable, redundant long term life support system will be enabling for future
exploration missions. The degree of closure of, and the reliability of the system are the
major technology development concerns. Low-g human factors determination will also be
an xmportant technology consideration which will drive vehicle design. An integrated
schedule of the major areas of the life support technology development task arc presented.
It includes radiation shielding and materials, regenerative life support, and EVA systems
development. As before, the points where Lunar and Mars full scale development decisions
can logically be made in the tr,chnology program arc kighlighted.
Aerobraking (low energy)
Low energy aerobraking will offer mission benefits in the areas of decreased
demands on thedescentpropulsionsysmm, and improved crossrangecapability.This area
presentsa varietyof issuesfor technology development includinghigh strengthtomass
ratio stmctmal materials, high temperanm: thermal protection systems (although not as high
as for high energy acmbraking), avionics, assembly and operations, hypersonic test
facilities and computer codes, and Mars atmosphere prediction. High strength structural
material options include metal matrix composite, organic matrix composite, and advanced
carbon-carbon elements. Other structural considerations include load distribution and
attachment of payload for acrocapmrc, and ETO launch and assembly of large strucnn'cs.
Thermal protectionsystems issuesincludelow mass ablativeand rcradiatingmaterials,and
strucnn'e/TPS integration issues. The acrobrake maneuver will place considerable demands
on the vehicleavionicssystem with theneed forrealtime trajectoryanalysis,and vehicle
guidance and control.The launchand assembly of thelargeacrobrakcstructurewillpresent
ground and space assembly and ops problems which willrtcluirctechnologyand advanced
development in both the areasof design and operations.Finally,computational analysis
and atmosphere predictioncapabilitywillbe criticalin the development of a man-rated
aerobrakcforMars use.A preliminarydevelopment scheduleforLunar and Mars aerobralm
technology development ispresented.Itincludesthemajor milestonesforbothground and
flighttesting.The pointswhere a Lunar and Mars fullscaledevelopment decisioncan be
made am alsohighlightedon the schedule.Itshouldbe noted thatthisschedule was built
with high energy acrobrakinginmind, and willpossiblybe compressed tosome degree if
only low energy aerobrakingisdeveloped.
In-Space Assembly and Processing
The in-space assembly and processing of large space transfer vehicles will present a
varietyof technologyadvanced development challenges,particularly forthe large LTV and
MEV acrobrakes.As shown on the accompanying schedule,extensiveground testsmust
occur beforeany orbitalwork can be inifiamd.The vehicledesignswillbe driventoalarge
degree by the assembly facilities and technologies seen as being available during the vehicle
buildup sequence.
Summary
As noted before,many of the identifiedcriticaland high leverage technology
development issuesarccommon acrossallof the major vehicleoptions.Common critical
technology issuesinclude low-g human factors,autonomous system healthmonitoring,
long term cryogenic storageand management (I-12,and possibly02 for ECLSS), long
duration ECLSS, radiationsheltermaterial and configuration,and in-space assembly.
Unique NTP technology issues center around nuclear reactor and engine systems
development. Common enhancing technologiesinclude cryogenic refrigeration(lander
D615-10026-3 466
tanks), O2-I-I2 RCS, advanced in-space assembly techniques, higher Isp cryogenic
engines, and advanced structural materials development.
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Facilities
The facility ne_ds have only been identified in this study; the extent of the impact is yet to
be do.mined. A "bona fide" facility development plan has not b_n done as some of the
requirements are only at a top-level needs evaluation. Therefore, the exact nana_ of the
subsystems and their support facih'ties arc undetermined. When these determinations have
been made for the final NASA selected vehicle, the results must be integrated with the
vehicle development schedule.
Inadditiontotheinfmmation hem, additionalfacilityand equipment detailisshown in
Ground subsectionof theSupportSystems sectionof thistext. A currentlistingofthe
additionalrequiredfacilitiesand equipment isshown inthe"SpecialGround and On-Orbit
ProcessingFacilityand Equipment Requirements" chart forprocessingtheadvanced
vehicles.These requircmcnm willimpactthevolumes shown forassembly,storage,and
launchprocessinginthe "FacilitiesRequirements"chartaswellastheproccssmg nine
shown inthe"Assembly Time perMission" chart.The informationthereisforthebaseline
Cryo/Aerobrakc vehicle.Allimpactswillbc toincreasetheprocessingtimeand working
volumes requized.Any facilityrcquircmcnt.smust bc viewed inthelightof and
incorporatedintotheNationalLaunch FacilityPlan.
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Facility Requirements
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Nuclear Thermal Rocket
Programmatics
The objectives of the Programmatics task during the current phase of the study were: (1)
realistic initial schedules that include initial critical path program elements; (2) initial
descriptions of new or unique facilities requirements; (3) development of a stable, clear,
responsive work breakdown structure (WBS) and WBS dictionary; (4) initial realistic
estimates of vehicle, mission and program costs, cost uncertainties, and funding profile
requirements; (5) initial risk analysis, and (6) early and continuing infusion of
programmatics data into other study tasks to drive requirements/design/trade decisions.
The issues addressed during the study to date included: (1) capturing all potential long-lead
program items such as precursor missions, technology advancement and advanced
development, related infrastructure development, support systems and new or modified
facility construction, since these are as important as cost and funding in assessing goal
achievability; (2) incorporating sufficient operating margin in schedules to obtain high
probability of making the relatively brief Mars launch windows; (3) the work breakdown
structure must support key study goals such as commonality and (4) cost estimating
accuracy and uncertainty are recurring issues in concept definition studies.
Introduction
The study flow, as required by MSFC's statement of work, began with a set of strawman
concepts, introduced others as appropriate, conducted "neckdowns", and concluded with a
resulting set of concepts and associated recommendations.
As the study progressed, much discussion among the SEI community centered on
"architectures". In this study, architectures were more or less synonymous with concepts,
since the statement of work required that each concept be fully developed including
operations, support, technology, and so forth.
We started with ten concepts as shown in the "Overall Study Flow" chart. After the
"neckdown" was completed, significant effort was put into programmatics.
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As was indicated earlier, we establishedthree levels of activity to evaluatein-space
transportationoptions. Theminimumwasjust enoughto meetthePresident'sobjectives;
in fact "return to the Moon to stay" was interpretedas permanentfacilities but not
permanenthumanpresence.Theminimumprogramhadonlythreemissionsto Mars. The
median(full science)programaimedat satisfyingmostof thepublishedscienceobjectives
for LunarandMarsexploration.Themaximumprogramaimedfor industrializationof the
Moon, for returnof practicalbenefitsto Earth,andfor thebeginningsof colonizationof
Mars. The rangeof activity levels, asmeasuredby peopleand materieldeliveredto
planetarysurfaces,wasabouta factorof 10.Therangeof Earth-to-orbitlaunchrateswas
less, since we adopted results of preliminary trade studies, selecting more advanced in
space transportation technologies as baselines for greater activity levels. The high level
schedules developed for these three levels of activity are shown in the "Minimum Program,
"Full Science Program" and "IndustriaLization and Settlement Program" charts and a
comparison of them for both Lunar and Mars is shown in the "Lunar Program
Comparison" and "Mars Program Comparison" charts.
Schedule/Network Development Methodology
A PC system called Open Plan by WST Corporation was used, which allows direct control
and lower cost over a larger (mainframe) system. The network was purposely kept simple.
Summary activities were used in development of the networks. When detailed to a lower
level, some activities will require a different calendar than we used. One calendar with a
five day work week - no holiday was used. Utilizing multicalendars on a sum.mary
network could confuse the development. The Preliminary W'BS Structure Level 7 was
followed for selection of work to be detailed. An example of Level 7 is: MEV Ascent
Vehicle Structure/Mechanisms. We then developed a generic logic string of activities with
standard durations for like activities. This logic was then appLied against each WBS Level
7 element. To establish interface des between logic strings and determination of major
events, we used the Upper Level Summary Schedule and Summary Level Technology
Schedule.
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Goals Purpose
Themweretwogoalsfor theschedule/networkdeveloptmnt.Thesewere:
a. Guidelinesfor FutureDevelopment.Theschedulesareapreliminaryroadmapto
follow in thedevelopmentprogram.
b. LayoutBasisFrameworkfor Network. Thenetworkscan be used for future detail
network development. This development can be in phases retaining unattended logic for
areas which can be be detailed.
Status
Six preliminary networks have been developed. They are:
- Lunar minimum
- Lunar full science
- Lunar industrialization
- Mars missions
- Mars full science
- Mars settlement
These networks willbe furtherdeveloped asinformationbecomes availableThe technology
development plan schedulesare shown intheSchedules sectionof thistext;an example of
the standard 6 year program phase C/D schedule isshown in the "Reference 6 yr..Full
ScaleDevelopment Program" chart.The network schedulesdevelopedduringthe studyarc
availableintheFinalReportCost Dam Book.
Facilities
The facility requirements and approaches are discussed in the Facilities section of this text.
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Development Implementation
The inmgrat_d technology advancement and full-scale d_velopment schedules for the NTR
is shown in the "NTR Development Program". The h/IEV is d_veloped according to the
above mentioned standard 6-year FSD schedule. The Man-rang schedules for cn'tical
sysmms, that must be accomplished before fh-st flight, are given in the next several man-
rating charts. The long-duration Mars Tansit Habitat, and its critical subsystems, will
require operational testing in space to qualify for the Mars mission. How all dovelopmont
and testing is actually done d_pends on program intarrelationships between lunar and Mars
missions.
V"
Work Breakdown Structure
The approach to developing a W'BS tree and dictionary was to use the Space Station
Freedom Work Package One WBS as a point of departure to capture commonality,
modularity and evolution po_ntials. We worked with MSFC to evolve the WBS illustrated
in the six WBS charts given in this section. The WBS dictionary details are provided with
the W'BS tree in a separat_ deliveTable document.
Cost Data
Overall Approach
Space transfer concept cost estimates were developed through parametric and detail
estimating techniques using program/scenario plans and hardware and software
descriptions combined with NASA and subcontractor data. Our estimating approach
simulates the aerospace development and production environment. It also reflects program
options not typical of aerospace programs. This flexibility allows assessment of innovative
program planning concepts.
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Severaltools were employedin this analysis. For developing estimates the Boeing
Parametric Cost Model (PCM) designed specifically for advanced system estimating was
used. It utilizes a company-wide, uniform computerized data base containing historical
data compiled since 1969. The second major tool is a Boeing developed Life Cycle Cost
Model. The third tool is the Boeing developed Return on Investment (ROI) Analyses.
The approach to cost estimating was to use the PCM to establish DDT&E and
manufacturing cost of major hardware components or to use other estimates, (e.g. Nuclear
Working Group estimator) if they were considered superior and then feed them to the LCC
model. Variations on equipment hardware or mission alternatives can be run through the
LCC and then compared for a return on investment. This flow is illustrated in t "Costing
Methodology How" chart. We were able to investigate alternative concepts quickly, giving
system designers more data for evolving scenario/mission responsive concepts.
Transportation concepts, trade studies, and "neckdown" efforts were supported by this
approach.
Parametric Cost Model
PCM develops costfrom the subsystem leveland buildsupward toobtaintotalprogram
cost. Costs are estimated from physical hardware descriptions(e.g.,weights and
complexities)and program parameters (e.g.,quantities,learningcurves,and integration
levels). Known costs are input dirccdy intothe estimate when available;the model
assessesthc necessarysystem engineeringand system testeffortsneeded forintegration
intotheprogram. The PCM working unitisman-hours, which allowsrelationshipsthattie
physicalhardware descriptionsfh'stodesignengineeringor basicfactorylabor,and then
through the organizational structureto pick up functional areas such as systems
engineering, test,and development shop. Using man-hours instead of dollarsfor
estimatingr_ladonshipsenablesmore reliablestimates.The PCM features,main inputs,
and resultsareshown inthe"Boeing Parameu'icCost Model (PCM)" chart.The applicable
PCM results,in constant 1990 dollars,arc then put intothe Life Cycle Cost Model to
obtaincostspreadsforthe variousmissions/programs.The varioushardware components
costed for the thrcedifferentmissions/programs are shown in the "LCCM Hardware
Assignment" chart.
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The developmentof space hardware and components needed to accomplish the three
different Lunar/Mars missions were identified. These components arc grouped into three
different categories d_fined below.
HLLV(I-Ieavy Lift Launch Vehicle) is the booster required to lift personnel, cargo and
fuels into LEO and support the LEO node operations.
Propulsion Includes the space propulsion system required to transfer people, cargo and
equipment out of LEO and into space. Space means Lunar, Mars and Earth destinations.
Propulsion Systems also include an all-propulsive cryogenic Trans Mars Injection System
(TMIS) for the Minimum Mission, the Nuclear Electric Propulsion Stage for the
Setdementlindustrial Missions.
Modules Include the space systems that arc required to transfer people, cargo and
equipment from LEO to Lunar and Mars orbit; to de-orbit and sustain life and operations on
the Lunar and Mars Surface; and, finally, to return personnel and equipment to LEO.
Cost Buildups
The PCM cost Model can be used di_cfly to obtain complete DDT&E cost, including
production of major test articles, by entering into the manufacturing section the equivalent
numbers of units for each item, including the first flight article. However, when operated in
this'way, PCM does not give the fh'st unit cost. To save time, we operated PCM so as to
give first unit cost, which we needed for life cycle cost analyses, and used the fast unit cost
to manually estimate the test hardware content of the DDT&E program. The "wrap factors"
shown in the cost buildup sheets were derived from the PCM runs as the factor that is
applied to design engineering cost to obtain complete design and development costs, e.g.
including non-recurring items such as systems engineering and tooling development.
Life Cycle Cost Model
The LCCM cost data is a composite of HLLV costs, launch base facilities cost estimate
based on $/sq. ft. and parametric estimates derived from the Parametric Cost Model. The
principal source of information is from the PCM. All hardware cost estimates, with the
exception of HLLV, have been developed with this model.
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The LCCM consistsof threeindividualmodels. One model isforthe Minimum Program
Scale;the second isforthe FullScience Program Scale;while the thirdmodel isforthe
Settlement/IndustrializationProgram Scale.The Minimum Program meets thePresident's
Space ExplorationInitiative(SEI)objectives.These capabilitiesincludepermanent Lunar
faciliticsbutnot permanent human presenceand threemissionstoMars. The FullScience
program not only meets the President'sSEI objectivesbut alsoprovides for long term
bases for far-rangingsurfaceexploration. The Settlement/Industrializationprogram
accomplishes the objectivesof the Minimum and Full Science program scalesand
additionallyreturnspracticalbenefitstoEarth. These models were developed using the
threearchitecturelevelsdescribedin theBoeing manifestwork.sheets.Totalcostforeach
system aretabulatedby yearand each year'stotalsfccdintoa summary sheetthatcalculates
thetotalprogram costforeach level.Since theLCCM resultsaremissionrelated,notjust
vehiclerelated,they arenot provided herebut areavailableinthe FinalReport Cost Data
Book. The LCCM was developed using MicrosoftExcel version2.2 for the Macintosh
computer. Any Macintosh equipped withExcel 2.2can be used toexecutethemodcl.
Return On Investment
One of the principaluses of the LCCM istodevelop tradesand returnon investmentfor
technology options. As shown in the "Costing Methodology Flow" chart,two scparam
lifecyclecostmodels (which includeDDT&E and productioncostdataderivedfrom the
p_ame_,a,'iccostmodels ) must be developed for each ROI case;a reference,and a case
utilizinga technologyoption.The two lifecyclecosts_cams are separatelyentered,and
the ROI model is executed. The flow also illustrates that not all of the data entered into the
life cycle cost model is derived from available costing software. Technical analysis must
accompany this data. For example, the number of units which must be produced for the
DDT&E program must be determined. This is done at the subsystem level based on
knowledge of past programs, and proposed system/subsystem tests. Since the ROI
analysis is mission related, not just vehicle related, the data is not presented here but is
available in the Final Report Costing Data Book.
Results
A summary of the cost data produced by the PCM for the NTR vehicle are given in the
"Mars NTR PCM Summary" and "Mars NTR PCM Summary - continued" charts. The
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PCM program was used toproduce DDT&E and productioncostestimatesforeach of our
referenceMars and lunarvehiclesto thesubsystem level.The DDT&E costsgeneratedby
thePCM do not includeallof the necessaryhardware forthe Rrstmission vehicle.Hence
allnecessary additionalunits(prototypes,testunits,lab units,etc.)were added intothe
vehiclecost buildups as shown in the "NTR Cost Buildup" charts. The totalDDT&E
includcsadditionalcosts(e.g..additionalunitsin the DDT&E program), contractorfccs
and theengineeringwrap factor.The totalDDT&E from thecostbuildupand theunitcost
from thePCM arctheprimaryvehiclecostinputstotheLCC model.
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Risk Analyses
Risk analyses were conducted to develop an initial risk assessment for the various
architectures. This presentation of risk analysis resets considers development risk, man-
rating requirements, and several aspects of mission and operations risk.
Development Risk
All of the architectures and technologies investigated in this study incur some degree of
development risk; none are comprised entirely of fully developed technology.
Development risks are correlated directly with technological uncertainties. We identified
the following principal risks:
Cryogenics - High-performance insulation systems involve a great many layers of multi-
layer insulation (MLI), and one or more vapor-cooled shields. Analyses and experiments
have indicated the efficacy of these, but demonstration that such insulation systems can be
fabricated at light weight, capable of surviving launch g and acoustics loads, remains to be
accomplished. In addition, there are issues associated with propellant transfer and zero-g
gauging. These, however, can be avoided for early lunar systems by proper choice of
configuration and operations, e.g. the tandem-direct system recommended elsewhere in this
report. This presents the opportunity to evolve these technologies with operations of initial
flight systems.
Engines - There is little risk of being able to provide some sort of cryogenic engine for
lunar and Mars missions. The RL- 10 could be modified to serve with little risk; deep
throttling of this engine has already been demonstrated on the test stand. The risk of
developing more advanced engines is also minimal. An advanced development program in
this area serves mainly to reduce development cost by pioneering the critical features prior
to full-scale development.
Aerocapture and aerobraking - There are six potential functions, given here in approximate
IL
ascending order of development risk: aero descent and landing of crew capsules returning
from the Moon, aerocapture to low Earth orbit of returning reusable lunar vehicles, landing
of Mars excursion vehicles from Mars orbit, aero descent and landing of crew capsules
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returning from Mars, aerocapturcto low Earth orbit of returning Mars vehicles, and
aerocapture to Mars orbit of Mars excursion and Mars transfer vehicles. The
"Development Risk Assessment for Aerobraking by Function" chart provides a qualitative
development risk comparison for these six functions.
Acrocapmrc of vehiclesrequireslargeaerobrakes.For thesetobe efficient,low mass per
unitarea isrequired,demanding efficientstructuresmade from very high performance
materialsas well as efficient,low mass thermalprotectionmaterials.By comparison, the
crew capsulesbenefitmuch lessfrom highperformance structuresand TPS.
Launch packaging and on-orbit assembly of large aerobrakes presents a significant
development riskthathas not yetbccn solvedeven ina conceptualdesignsense.Existing
concepts package poorly or am difficulto assemble or both. While the designchallenge
can probably bc met, acrobrakeassembly isa difficultdesignand development challenge,
rcprcsemingan importantre'caofrisk.
Nuclear thermal rockets - The basic technology of nuclear thermal rockets was developed
and demonstrated during the 1960s and early 1970s. The development risk to reproduce
this technology is minimal, except in testing as described below. Current studies arc
recommending advances in engine performance, both in specific impulse (higher reactor
temperature) and in thrust-to-weight ratio (higher reactor power density). The risks in
achieving these are modest inasmuch as performance targets can be adjusted to technology
performance.
Reactor and engine tests during the 1960s jetted hot, slightly radioactive hydrogen directly
into the atmosphere. Stricter environmental controls since that time prohibit discharge of
nuclear engine effluent into the atmosphere. Design and development of fuU containment
test facilities presents a greater development risk than obtaining the needed performance
from nuclear reactors and engines. Full- containment facilities will be required to contain all
the hydrogen effluent, presumably oxidize it to water, and remove the radioactivity.
Electric Propulsion Power Management and Thrusters - Power management and thrusters
are common to any electric propulsion power source (nuclear, solar, or beamed power).
Unique power management development needs for electric propulsion are (1) minimum
mass and long life, (2) high power compared to space experience, i.e. megawatts instead of
kilowatts, (3) fast arc suppression for protection of thrusters. Minimizing mass of power
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distributionleadsto high distribution voltage and potential problems with plasma losses,
arcing, and EMI. Thus while power management is a mature technology, the unique
requirements of electric propulsion introduce a number of development risks beyond those
usually experienced in space power systems.
Electric thruster technology has been under development since the beginning of the space
program. SmaU thrusters are now operational, such as the resistance-heat-augmented
hydrazine thrusters on certain communications spacecraft. Small arc and ion thrusters are
nearing operational use for satellite stationkeeping.
Space transfer demands on electric propulsion performance place a premium on high power
in the jet per unit mass of electric propulsion system. This in tuna places a premium on
thruster efficiency; power in the jet, not electrical power, propels spaceships. Space
transfer electric propulsion also requires specific impulse in the range 5000 to 10,000
seconds. Only ion thrusters and magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) arc thrusters can deliver
this performance. Ion thrusters have acceptable efficiency but relatively low power per unit
of ion beam emitting area. MPD thruster technology can deliver the needed Isp with high
power per thruster, but has not yet reached efficiencies of interest. Circular ion thrusters
have been built up to 50 cm diameter, with spherical segment ion beam grids. These can
absorb on the order of 50 kWe each. A 10 MWe system would need 200 operating
thrusters. The development alternatives all have significant risk: (1) Advance the state of
the art of MPD thrusters to achieve high efficiency; (2) Develop propulsion systems with
large numbers of thrusters and control systems; or (3) Advance the state of the art of ion
• thrusters to much larger size per thruster.
Nuclear power for electric propulsion - Space power reactor technology now under
development (SP-100) may be adequate; needed advances are modest. Advanced power
conversion systems are required to obtain power-to-mass ratios of interest. The SP-100
baseline is thermoelectric, which has no hope of meeting propulsion system performance
needs. The most likely candidates are the closed Brayton (gas) cycle and the potassium
Rankine (liquid/vapor) cycle. (Potassium provides the best match of liquid/vapor fluid
properties to desired cycle temperatures.) Stirling cycle, thermionics, and a high-
temperature thermally-driven fuel cell are possibilities. The basic technology for Brayton
and Rankine cycles are mature; both are in widespread industrial use. Prototype space
power Brayton and Rankine turbines have run successfuUy for thousands of hours in
laboratories. The development risk here is that these are very complex systems; there is no
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experiencebasefor couplingaspacepowerreactorto adynamicpowerconversion cycle;
there is no space power experience base at the power levels needed; and these systems, at
power levels of interest for SEI space transfer application, are large enough to require in-
space assembly and checkout. Space welding will be required for fluid systems assembly.
Solar power for space transfer propulsion - Solar power systems for space propulsion must
attain much higher power-to-mass ratios than heretofore achieved. This implies a
combination of advanced solar cells, probably multi-band-gap, and lightweight structural
support systems. Required array areas am very large. Low-cost arrays, e.g. $100/wa_
are necessary for affordable system costs, and automated construction of the large area
structures, arrays, and power distribution systems appears also necessary. Where the
nuclear electric systems are high development risk Imcause of complexity and the lack of
experience base at relevant power levels and with the space pow_ conversion technologies,
most of the solar power risk appears as technology advancement risk. If the technology
advancements can be demonstrated, developn_nt risk appears moderate.
Avionics and software-Avionics and softwarerequirementsforspacetransfersystems are
generallywithinthestateof theart.New capabilityneeds aremainly intheareaof vehicle
and subsystem health monitoring. This is in part an integrationproblem, but new
techniquessuch asexpertand neuralsystemsarclikelytoplayan importantrole.
An importantfactorinavionicsand softwaredevelopment isthatseveralvehicleelements
having similarrequirementswillbc developed,some concurrently.A major reductionin
cost and integrationriskfor avionics can be achieved by advanced development of a
"standard"avionicsand softwaresuite,from which allvehicleelementswould depart.
Further significant cost savings are expected from advancements in software development
methods and environments.
Environmental Control and Life Support (ECLS) - The main development risk in ECLS is
for the Mars transfer habitat system. Other SEI space transfer systems have short enough
operating durations that shuttle and Space Station Freedom ECLS system derivatives will
be adequate. The Mars transfer requirement is for a highly closed physio-chemical system
capable of 3 years' safe and dependable operation without resupply from Earth. The
development risk arises from the necessity to demonstrate long life operation with high
confidence; this may be expensive in cost and development schedule.
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Man-Rating Approach
Man-rating includes three elements: (1) Design of systems to manned flight failure tolerance
standards, (2) Qualification of subsystems according to normal man-rating requirements,
and (3) Flight demonstration of critical performance capabilities and functions prior to
placing crews at risk. Several briefing charts follow: the first summarizes a recommended
approach and lists the subsystems and elements for which man-rating is needed;
subsequent charts present recommended man-rating plans.
Mission and Operations Risk
These risk categories include Earth launch, space assembly and orbital launch, launch
windows, mission risk, and mitigation of ionizing radiation and zero-g risks.
Earth launch - The Earth launch risk to in-space transportation is the risk of losing a
payload because of a launch failure. Assembly sequences arc arranged to minimize the
impact of a loss, and schedules include allowances for one make-up launch each mission
opportunity.
Assembly and Orbital Launch Operations - Four sub-areas are covered: assembly, test and
on-orbit checkout, debris, and inadvertent re-entry.
Assembly operations risk is reduced by verifying interfaces on the ground prior to launch
of elements. Assembly operations equipment such as robot arms and manipulators will
undergo space testing at the node to qualify critical capabilities and performance prior to
initiating assembly operations on an actual vehicle.
Assembly risk varies widely with space transfer technology. Nuclear thermal rocket
vehicles appear to pose minimum assembly risk; cryo/aerobraking are intermediate, and
nuclear and solar electric systems pose the highest risk.
Test and on-orbit checkout must deal with consequences of test failures and equipment
failures. This risk is difficult to quantify with the present state of knowledge. Indications
are: (1) large space transfer systems will experience several failures or anomalies per day.
Dealing with failures and anomalies must be a routine, not exceptional, part of the
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operations or the operations will not be able to launch space transfer systems from orbit; (2)
vehicles must have highly capable self-test systems and must be designed for repair,
remove and replace by robotics where possible and for case of repair by people where
robotics cannot do the job; (3) test and on-orbit checkout will run concurrently with
propellant loading and launch countdowns. These cannot take place on Space Station
Freedom. Since the most difficult part of the assembly, test and checkout job must rake
place off Space Station Freedom the rest of the job probably should also.
Orbital debris presents risk to on-orbit operations. Probabilities of collision arc large for
SEI-class space transfer systems in low Earth orbit for typical durations of a year or more.
Shielding is mandatory. The shielding should be designed to be removed before orbital
launch and used again on the next assembly project.
Creation of debris must also be dealt with. This means that (I) debris shielding should be
designed to minimize creation of additional debris, especially particles of dangerous size,
and (2) operations need to be rigorously controlled to prevent an inadvertent loss of tools
and equipment that will become a debris hazard.
Inadvertent re-entry is a low but possible risk. Some of the systems, especially electric
propulsion systems, can have very low ballistic coefficient and therefore rapid orbital decay
rate. Any of the SEI space transfer systems will have moderately low ballistic coefficient
when not loaded with propellant. While design details are not far enough along to make a
quantitative assessment, parts of these vehicles would probably survive reentry to become
ground impact hazards in case of inadvertent reentry. For nuclear systems, it will be
necessary to provide special support systems and infrastructure to drive the probability of
inadvertent reentry to extremely low levels.
Launch Windows - Launch windows for single-burn high-thrust departures from low Earth
orbit are no more than a few days because regression of the parking orbit line of nodes
causes relatively rapid misalignment of the Orbit plane and departure vector. For lunar
missions, windows recur at about 9-day intervals.
For Mars, the recurrence is less frequent, and the interplanetary window only lasts 30 to 60
days. It is important to enable Mars launch from orbit during the entire interplanetary
window. Three-impulse Mars departures make this possible; a plane change at apogee of
the intermediate parking orbit provides alignment with the departure vector. Further
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analysis of the three-burn scheme is needed to assess penalties and identify circumstances
where it does not work.
Launch window problems are generally minimal for low-thrust (electric propulsion)
systems.
Mission Risk - Comparative mission risk was analyzed by building risk trees and
performing semi-quantitative analysis. The next chart presents a comparison of several
mission modes; after that are the risk trees for these modes.
Ionizing Radiations and Zero G - The threat from ionizing radiations is presented elsewhere
in this document. Presented here are the mitigating strategies for ionizing radiations and
zero g.
Nuclear systems operations present little risk to flight crews. Studies by University of
Texas at Austin showed that radiation dose to a space station crew from departing nuclear
vehicles is very small provided that sensible launch and flight strategies are used. On-
board crews are protected by suitable shielding and by arrangement of the vehicle, i.e.
hardware and propellant between reactors and the crew and adequate separation distances.
After nuclear engines are shut off, radiation levels drop rapidly so that maneuvers such as
departure or return of a Mars excursion vehicle are not a problem. On-orbit operations
around a returned nuclear vehicle are deferred until a month or two after shutdown, by
which time radioactivity of the engine is greatly reduced.
Reactor disposal has not been completely studied. Options include solar system escape and
parking in stable heliocentric orbits between Earth and Venus.
Crew radiation dose abatement employs "storm shelters" for solar flares, and either added
shielding of the entire vehicle or fast transfers (or both) to reduce galactic cosmic ray
exposure. Assessments are in progress; tradeoffs of shielding versus fast trips have yet to
be completed. Expected impact for lunar missions is negligible and for Mars missions,
modest.
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